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ETSI work on performance evaluation
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Intelligent Transport System (ITS)
Aim:
Increase Safety
Tackle Europe’s growing emission
Deal with congestion problems

How: By applying various information and communication
technologies to all modes of passenger and freight transport
Opportunity: Create new services
Need: To be coherent and properly coordinated across the EU
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Road ITS - Characteristics
Need for interoperability
2 technologies:
ETSI-G5 based on IEEE 802.11p specifications and its evolutions
Deployment in US since 2017 (as WAVE)
Deployment in Europe since 2018 with broad market introduction in 2019 (see CRoads project)

C-V2X (LTE-V2X), based on 3GPP LTE Release 14, completed in 2017
Designed for the required day-one safety use cases
To be evolved for future autonomous vehicles in 5G NR C-V2X
Global trials already started in 2017, Ready for commercial deployment in 2019,

Frequency Band (channels of 10MHz):
5855MHz-5875MHz  R-ITS non-safety related applications
5875MHz-5905MHz  R-ITS safety related applications
5905MHz-5925MHz  R-ITS future applications including safety
© ETSI 2018
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Urban Rail ITS – CBTC (Communication Based Train Control)

Aiming to move fastly and efficiently millions of people every day
through cities
Challenging a big increase of demands due to road traffic issues
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Urban Rail ITS - Characteristics
Mainly in tunnel + closed Circuit  No need for interoperability
Different technologies: DSSS/TDMA, full or modified IEEE 802.11
technology (OFDM based), 3GPP TD-LTE (used in China at 1.8 GHz, not
implemented in Europe yet)
Radio transmission criteria for CBTC are: vital & symmetric flows, high
reliability, high priority, low-medium latency, low throughput (per train),
full coverage. (Communication holes must be less than 500 ms: if trains
cannot transmit messages, they will not be authorised to move)
Dedicated frequency band to ensure high availability and high
performance
1st authorization in 2004 for Paris
National authorization in the 5.9GHz band

Channels of 5MHz in a 20MHz band
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Urban Rail ITS – Market impact
Currently more than 150 metro lines in Europe
(www.urbanrail.net/eu/euromet.htm)
About 70 projects have been already recorded on operators' side
for operational CBTC service:
18 until 2015
12 between 2016 and 2020
additionally around 40 beyond 2020

The market for unattended urban rail operations as of 2013 was 32
cities, 674 km track length, 48 lines and with 700 stations. It has
increased by more than 25% over the last 15 years.
With the increasing intensification of urban areas, it is expected to
grow to nearly 2 000 km of track lines in 2025.
© ETSI 2018
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Coexistence between Road and Urban Rail ITS
- History
2004 - 1st national authorization in the 5.9GHz band (in France)
2008 - EC Decision (2008/2671/EC) to make available and efficient
use of the frequency band 5.875-5.905 for safety related
applications of ITS (Road ITS) on a non exclusive base.
2012 - Start of studies on spectrum requirements for Urban Rail
in the TC RT
2014 - Publication of SRDOC TR 103 111 presenting the “Spectrum
requirements for Urban Rail Systems in the 5,9 GHz range”
2015 - ECC/CEPT proposes revision of ECC Recommendation
08(01) and instructs ETSI to find an agreement by Aug. 2018

 creation of a Joint Task Force

between TC RT and TC ITS: TC RT JTFIR
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Coexistence between Road and Urban Rail ITS
- ETSI studies for ITS
Close cooperation between ETSI and ECC regarding the coexistence
between road Its and Urban Rail ITS in the 5.9GHz band for the
safety-related ITS
Regulatory issues

ECC

Standardization / Technical issues

TC ERM

TC RT

TC ITS

TC RT JTFIR
Joint Task Force
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Coexistence between Road and Urban Rail ITS
- ECC new mandate for ITS
October 2017 – New mandate from EC to CEPT/ECC to study the
extension of the ITS safety-related band at 5.9 GHz
Extending the upper edge of the EC harmonised safety-related ITS band
(5.875-5.905 GHz) by 20 MHz up to 5 925 MHZ.
In addition to road transport, allowing other means of transport such as
Urban Rail (Using CBTC) in the EC harmonised safety-related ITS band
Final report from CEPT (taking into account the outcome of the public
consultation) to the EC in March 2019

Principles:
No segmentation and no segregation between technologies and applications
Technology neutral
Efficient spectrum

 ECC asked for cooperation with ETSI (LS in november 2017)
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Status of
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Status of work in ETSI – 1st approvals
RT JTFIR recognizes that the current Road ITS specifications do not
define priority mechanisms for Urban Rail ITS. Similarly, current
Urban Rail ITS specifications don’t define such priority mechanisms
for Road ITS.
At least 20 MHz of contiguous spectrum identified in the 5.9GHz
band where Urban Rail ITS has priority over Road ITS. For this
portion of the band, well-defined mitigation and sharing techniques
would be required to be implemented by Road ITS.
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Status of work in ETSI – 1st approvals
If the exact technical interference mitigation measures, and the
detection performance of ITS are specified, tested and validated
Urban Rail-ITS can use these channels
subject to compliance with technical
interference mitigation measures

5875

5885

5895

Prioritised for Road-ITS
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Prioritised for Urban Rail-ITS

5905

5915

5925

Road-ITS can use these channels
subject to compliance with technical
interference mitigation measures
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Status of work in ETSI – 1st approvals
If the exact technical interference mitigation measures, and the
detection performance of ITS are not specified, tested and validated
in due time, a transition period might be considered for
The definition,
The standardization and
The industrial implementation of suitable technical mitigation measures.

The details of modalities for the spectrum use during such
transition period are still for further study. The target after the
transition period would be the same.
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Ongoing discussions
Progress on definition on technical solution such as
Beacons have been the main focus of the work so far;
Databases including exclusion and/or protection zones;
Solutions based on Road ITS protocols for use by Urban Rail ITS for new installations only.
Optimising the configuration of the current Urban Rail ITS deployments is also under
discussion.

Needs to define
The exact characteristics mentioned above,
Their detection performance where applicable,
The behaviour of ITS radio technologies allowing coexistence between Road ITS and
Urban Rail ITS.

 STF 553, reporting to TC RT JTFIR,

to progress on the work between experts
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Thanks for your attention
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